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ABSTRACT

The ability to detect a change in the input is an essential aspect of
perception. In speech communication, we use this ability to iden-
tify “talker changes” when listening to conversational speech (such
as, audio podcasts). In this paper, we propose to improve our un-
derstanding about how fast listeners detect a change in talker, and
the acoustic features tracked to identify a voice by designing a novel
experimental paradigm. A listening experiment is designed in which
listeners indicate the moment of perceived talker change in multi-
talker speech utterances. We examine talker change detection per-
formance by probing the human reaction time (RT). A random for-
est regression is used to model the relationship between RTs and
acoustic features. The findings suggest that: (i) RT is less than a
second, (ii) RT can be predicted from the difference in acoustic fea-
tures of segment before and after change, and (iii) there a exists a
significant dependence of RT on MFCC-D1 (delta MFCCs) features
between segments of speech before and after the change instant. Fur-
ther, a comparison with a machine system designed for the same task
of TCD using speaker diarization principles showed a poor perfor-
mance relative to the humans.

Index Terms— Reaction time, talker change detection, speech
analysis, random forest regression, speaker diarization.

1. INTRODUCTION

Everyday visual and auditory perception requires that we respond to
changes in the incoming input, such as in recognizing a change in
the brightness of a screen or a change in lead instrument in a song.
Several studies in vision [1, 2, 3] and audition [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] have
used parameterized stimuli to demonstrate the strong neurobiologi-
cal signals elicted in response to a change in sensory input. Change
detection becomes especially interesting in the context of everyday
speech communication, which involves more than extracting a lin-
guistic message [9]. Listeners also track paralinguistic indexical in-
formation in speech signals, such as talker identity, dialect, and emo-
tional state [10]. Indeed, in natural speech communication, linguistic
and indexical information are likely to interact since conversations
typically involve multiple talkers who take turns of arbitrary dura-
tion, with gaps on the order of only 200 ms [11]. On the listener’s
side, the perception of conversational speech demands quick adjust-
ment to talker changes. This is beneficial for speech processing as
perceptual learning of talker identity benefits speech intelligibility in
both quiet [12] and in acoustically-cluttered environments [13, 14].

Despite the arguably important role of talker change detec-
tion (TCD) in speech communication, there remain many impor-
tant unanswered questions: how quickly can humans detect talker
change? what is the human accuracy in a TCD task? can the reac-
tion time (RT) for TCD be modeled with simple temporal/spectral
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features?, and what are the acoustic features impacting the RT in
TCD?. Gaining understanding of these can benefit design of ma-
chine systems for conversational speech recognition. To address
these questions, this paper presents analysis of data collected from
a listening test based study on TCD. The experiment setup for the
listening task is described in Section 2 and the human performance
is analyzed in Section 3. We attempt modeling RT prediction from
acoustic features in Section 4. In Section 5, we use a machine system
for the same task. The paper concludes in Section 6. Recently, in
[15], we have presented the full details of the TCD experiment with-
out much focus on predicting RT. This work expands the analysis
of human data and prediction of psychophysical data using random
forest regression.

2. EXPERIMENT SETUP

Fig 1 provides an illustration of the setup. Each stimulus was com-
posed of two concatenated utterances sourced from audio books
featuring natural speech intonations, and spoken by either a single
male talker or two different male talkers (denoting by Tx and Ty).
The utterances were always drawn from different stories, or parts
of a story, so that semantic continuity did not provide a clue to
talker continuity, and were taken from five audio books drawn from
the LibriSpeech corpus [16], a public-domain corpus of audio data
corresponding to audio books read by different talkers. Based on
an informal pilot experiment aimed at finding a set of perceptu-
ally separable voices, we chose five talkers from the corpus (IDs
374, 2843, 5456, 7447, 7505) for the listening test stimulus de-
sign (here referred to as T1, T2, etc.). To make a stimulus, talker Tx

was chosen from the list of N talkers, and a sentence utterance was
retrieved from the corresponding talker’s audio book. A short utter-
ance from another talker Ty was chosen, and this was concatenated
to the utterance from Tx. As the utterances were natural speech,
there were natural pauses. Owing to this, the silent interval between
Tx’s end and Ty’s start after concatenation was random and ranged
from 200 − 1000 ms. In any stimulus, speech corresponding to Tx

was between 5 − 10 s and that corresponding to Ty was 4 s. A
sample stimulus is shown in Fig. 1. For each pair of Tx-Ty talk-
ers, there were M = 8 unique stimuli. This resulted in a total of
M ×N2 = 200 distinct speech stimuli, each 9− 14 s in duration.

The listeners responded with a button press upon detecting a
talker change, thus providing a continuous reaction time measure
of how much of an acoustic sample was needed to detect a change
in talker. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first application
of a RT change-detection approach to examine human TCD perfor-
mance. The study was carried out in isolated sound booths and over
headphone listening, and using a GUI developed with Gorilla, a soft-
ware platform for designing behavioral science tests.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed talker change detection (TCD) paradigm used in the present listening test study.

3. HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN TCD

A total of 17 subjects, self reported as normal hearing and conversant
with English, took part in the study. A subject on average took 45
mins for the complete task. For each trial the RT for change detection
was obtained as the difference between the response instant (denoted
by tr , instant of button press) and the ground-truth acoustic change
instant (denoted by tc), that is, RT = tr − tc. The lower limit
for RT for change perception in sound attributes is of the order of
RT < 250 ms [17]. Hence, RTs in the range 0− 250 ms are likely
to be associated with speech heard prior to the change instant tc. The
upper bound on RT (2000 ms) was chosen based on prior research
[7].

The 200 trials per subject were categorized into two pools for
analyses: Pool A - involving trials with Tx a different talker from
Ty (two-talker trials) and either RT > 225 ms or no button press,
and Pool B involving trials with Tx = Ty and trials with Tx 6= Ty

but RT < 225 ms. These all are single-talker trials (i.e the trials
in which the subject’s response was based on attention to only one
talker). From these pools of data, we defined the following detection
measures:
• Hit rate: A hit corresponds to a trial in Pool A with 225 ms

< RT < 2000 ms. Hit rate is the ratio of number of hits to
the number of trials in Pool A.

• Miss rate: A miss corresponds to a trial in Pool A with RT >
2000 ms. Miss rate is the ratio of number of misses to the
number of trials in Pool A. Note that the miss rate is 100 - hit
rate.

• False alarm rate: A false alarm (FA) corresponds to a trial
in Pool B featuring a button press. False alarm rate is the ratio
of number of FAs to the sum of trials in Pool B and Pool A
(this equals 200).

Fig 2(a) depicts the distribution of TCD reaction time tr as a func-
tion of ground-truth talker change instant tc for all trials which have
a talker change (taken from Pool A and Pool B). As seen, the major-
ity (approx. 95%) of responses fall in the hit zone, that is, tc+225 <
tr < tc + 2000 ms. Analyzing the hit trials from Pool A, the
subject-wise RT summary is shown in Fig 2(b). Across subjects,
the response time to detect a talker change tended to require mostly
under a second of speech from the true change instant, with subject-
dependent distributions of average RT and variability across quan-
tiles. Analyzing the detection parameters, the subject-wise hit, miss

and FA rates are shown in Fig 2(c). The hit, miss, and false alarm
rates averaged across all subjects were 97.38%, 2.62%, and 8.32%,
respectively. The listeners performed the TCD task very accurately;
the average d-prime1 across subjects was 3.48.

4. MODELING RT FOR TCD

We explored the dependence of RT on the acoustic features in the
speech segments before and after change instant. This is illustrated
in Fig 3, and the segments are denoted by Db (before change instant)
and Da (after change instant), respectively. We considered a set of
acoustic features depicted in Table 1. These features are computed
every 10 ms with Hanning windowed short-time segments of 25 ms.
All features were extracted using the Yaafe [18] Python package, an
efficient open-source code library for speech and audio analysis.
For each feature set, we summarized the segments Db and Da us-
ing the mean of the features in each segment. The PLOUD, and
SPECT feature set were characterized by a combination of different
features. Hence, we mean- and variance-normalized these feature
sets over the whole duration prior to segment-wise mean computa-
tion. Following this, we computed the Euclidean distance between
the obtained means. Owing to significant variability in RT across
subjects (see Fig 2(b)), we modeled each subject’s RT separately.
To model the dependence of RT on acoustic features we used Ran-
dom Forest based regression [19]. This approach is devoid of any
assumption on linear relationship between the dependent (RT) and
independent variables (the acoustic feature set), and hence, suits the
exploratory analysis. We used the Scikit-learn Python package for
implementation. The best performance was obtained with number
of estimators set to 40, and minimum samples per leaf set to 5 (al-
lowing reduced overfitting). All implementation used k−fold vali-
dation to evaluate the performance. The performance metric was the
“% explained variance”, a value close to 100% indicating perfect
prediction.

4.1. Results

Fig 4(a) depicts the subject-wise performance. The validation set
performance (with k = 10) is subject dependent. For some subjects

1d-prime is defined as Z(hit rate) − Z(FA rate), where function Z(p),
p ∈ [0, 1], is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of the Gaus-
sian distribution
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Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of human reaction time (RT) versus the ground-truth talker change instant (tr vs tc) across a total of 2720 trials (with
Tx 6= Ty) over 17 subjects. The three inclined gray lines from bottom to top correspond to tr = tc, tc + 225, tc + 2000, respectively. NP
stands for no button press. (b) Subject-wise summary using a boxplot of RTs in trials with hits. The black dots correspond to means. (c)
Subject-wise miss and false alarm rates, and d-prime obtained from 200 trials for each subject.

Table 1. Acoustic features used in modeling RT.

FEATURE SET FEATURES TYPE DIMENSION TIME SCALE

F0 Fundamental Frequency Spectral 1× 1 25 ms
LSF Line spectral frequencies Spectral 10× 1 25 ms
MEL Mel-spectrogram Spectral 40× 1 25 ms

MFCC Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients Spectral 12× 1 25 ms
MFCC-D1 First-order temporal derivative of MFCCs Spectral 12× 1 25 ms
MFCC-D2 Second-order temporal derivative of MFCCs Spectral 12× 1 25 ms

TEMP Derivative of short-time energy Temporal 1× 1 25 ms
PLOUD Loudness strength, sharpness, and spread Spectral 3× 1 25 ms

SPECT Spectral flatness, Spectral flux, Spectral roll-off,
Spectral shape, Spectral slope Spectral 8× 1 25 ms

100 %

75 %

50 %

25 %

DURATION BEFORE CHANGE (Db)

DURATION AFTER CHANGE (Da)
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Tx Ty

TEMPORAL FEATURES

DFT

SPECTRAL FEATURES

FEATURE EXTRACTION

Fig. 3. Approach to modeling RT using acoustic features before and
after the talker change instant.

the score is more than 40% (for instance, 65% for subject 15). Pool-
ing data from all subjects, the prediction score was close to 55%. In-
terestingly, we also found a relative improvement in prediction score
with increase in segment duration before the change instant (Db).
Pursuing a feature importance analysis (based on Gini importance
[19]), we found that MFCC-D1 feature maximally impacted the de-
cisions in the random forest. We analysed this further using a least
square fit to the RT data, separately on each feature type seprately.
The slope was found to be maximum (and of negative sign) for RT

Table 2. Human versus machine diarization performance.
System Miss-rate (%) FA rate (%)
Human 2.62 8.35

Machine Thresh. 1 [20] 2.62 11.35
Machine Thresh. 2 [20] 10.8 8.32

versus MFCC-D1. This is shown in Fig 5, and hints at lower RT
for stimuli with higher MFCC-D1 distance between Da and Db seg-
ments. An illustration of the predicted RTs obtained using the ran-
dom forest regression is shown in Fig 6. The prediction SNR in both
training and validation set was found to be close to 13 dB. The low
SNR is not surprising considering the high variability in the RTs.
However, we got a decent score on %explained variance (shown in
Fig 4) and the Spearman’s rank correlation was found to be around
0.76 on the validation set instances.

5. HUMAN VERSUS MACHINE DIARIZATION

We evaluated the performance of an offline diarization with the same
stimulus materials used in the human TCD experiment. The system
was designed to segment audio into distinct talker segments based
on i-vector and probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA)
[20]. Subsequently, the talker change instants can be obtained as
segment boundaries. The complete system setup was developed us-
ing the Kaldi toolkit [21]. This involved training the i-vector ex-
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Fig. 6. Illustration of predicted RTs obtained with random forest
regression. The color indicates density of samples points, yellow to
blue indicating more to less.

tractor based on a universal background model composed of a 512-
component Gaussian mixture model with a diagonal covariance ma-
trix and trained on the LibriSpeech corpus [16]. The system used 12-
dimensional MFCC features, obtained from successive 25 ms (with
temporal shifts of 10 ms) short-time segments derived from the au-
dio files. The MFCC features were mean- and variance-normalized
using a 3 s running window. The i-vector representations were 128-
dimensional. The pairwise PLDA scores computed between 1 s i-
vector segments are clustered using agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering (AHC) [20]. The audio files corresponding to talkers used in

the listening test were removed from the training dataset.
The machine system can be operated at any point in the

detection-error-tradeoff contour while the human results are found
at one operating point (average results from all the subjects). In
order to make the direct comparison between the human and ma-
chine systems, we found the threshold of the machine system that
matched the miss rate of the human system (Thres. 1) and compared
the false-alarm rate at this operating point. Similarly, the threshold
obtained by matching the false-alarm-rate (Thres. 2) allows the com-
parison of the miss-rate between human and machine systems. This
comparison is reported in Table 2. Comparing human and machine
systems, we find a considerable gap in performance, with humans
significantly outperforming a state-of-the-art machine system.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The findings suggest an average RT of 680 ms (with std. dev. 270 ms)
for TCD in the designed task. The human accuracy was found to
be good with low false alarm and miss detection across subjects.
The possibility of RT modeling was evaluated and score close to
55% was obtained with a simple random forest based regression
approach. Further, we found that the rate of change of MFCCs
impacted the regression more than other features. This is interesting
as MFCC are associated with capturing the formant information,
and the rate of change further captures the modulation in formant
frequencies. Interestingly, the prediction performance improved
with segment duration before change instant hinting at long-term
statistics being modeled by the listeners in this task. Application
of a state-of-the-art machine system on the same task showed a
significant performance gap when compared to humans.

Past studies have used RT to analyze perception of simpler
acoustic attributes. For example, studies of tone onset detection[4]
and broadband sound onset [6, 17] have reported an inverse rela-
tionship between RT and stimulus loudness / spectral bandwidth.
The presented findings are first in the direction of using RT analy-
sis approach to study talker change detection. As future work, we
consider that an EEG study capturing the response of brain to talker
change instants on a similar task can give further insights into online
talker modeling while listening. On the machine system design,
use of acoustic features correlating with RT predictions may benefit
diarization of conversational speech recordings. Stimulus samples
and analysis codes are hosted at [22].
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